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What are Forbes Five-star Hotels’ Crisis Response Strategies to Retain Customers in
Tokyo amid the COVID-19 Pandemic in 2021?
Introduction
The world has changed drastically since the spread of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
pandemic in 2020. The tourism industry was significantly affected due to the crisis. For instance,
the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO, 2021) reported an 87% drop in
international tourist arrivals in January in 2021.
Before the pandemic, the Japan Tourism Agency (2018) reported that the Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism made a revenue of 1.1233 trillion yen during the April–June
2018 quarter from the overall expenditure of international visitors to Japan; the per capita
expenditure was 144,082 yen. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the number of
international tourists to Japan decreased significantly, from 2,496,568 in November 2019 to 27,386
in November 2021 (-99.2%; The Japan National Tourism Organization, 2021). In addition, the
number of hotel guests from different countries between January and December 2021 was only
421 million—a 96.4% drop compared to 2019; meanwhile the number of Japanese hotel guests
was 31,076 million, which reduced by 35.3% compared to 2019 (The Japan National Tourism
Organization, 2022).
The purpose of this study is to suggest specific strategies to attract customers into the hotel industry
during a crisis, not only in Tokyo but also throughout cities globally. Previous studies, such as
those conducted by Weed (2020) and Wan, Chan and Luo (2020), have described crisis response
strategies in the hospitality industry. However, the crisis response strategies of luxury hotels, such
as the Forbes five-star hotels, were not mentioned in these studies. In this study, “five-star hotels”
are defined based on the star rating system of the Forbes Travel Guide 2021 (2022). The situational
crisis communication theory (SCCT; Coombs, 2018) was adopted to examine the strategies
implemented by Forbes’ five-star hotels. Coombs (2018) explained SCCT based on three steps:
providing instructing information, providing adjusting information, and reputation management.
First, instructing information involves the crisis manager informing stakeholders of the protocol
for protecting themselves physically during a crisis. Second, information regarding adjustment
might facilitate coping with the crisis psychologically. Finally, reputation management must be
conducted to protect reputation during a crisis.
The research questions were as follows:
1. Which crisis response strategies have Forbes’ five-star hotels in Tokyo employed to retain
customers during the pandemic?
2. What are the differences and similarities in the strategies used in 2020 versus 2021?

Literature Review

Crisis response strategies in responding to different crises. Coombs’s research (2006)
suggests that considering how stakeholders may perceive the different crisis response strategies
is crucial. For instance, the deny strategy should be avoided if the stakeholders believe that the
organization should take responsibility during the crisis.
Kim and Liu (2012) examined government and corporate crisis response strategies during the
2009 flu pandemic. The results showed that corporates emphasized reputation management and
employed the denial, diminish, and reinforce response strategies. Furthermore, both the
government and corporates mainly used social media rather than traditional media platforms in
implementing their crisis response strategies. Kin, Jonson, and Park (2017) chose five retailers
and five newspapers to analyze crisis response strategies. Their study revealed that the five retail
outlets employed a full range of response strategies including denial, ingratiation, and regret,
however, newspapers more frequently reported these companies’ use of advocate strategies, such
as scapegoat or excuse.
Crisis response strategies during the COVID-19 pandemic in the tourism industry. Many
studies have focused on analyzing crisis response strategies towards reducing the risk of COVID19 infections in the tourism industry. Patel, Sharma, Kharoliwal, and Khemariya (2020), who
researched the tourism industry in India, insisted on a crisis response strategy wherein the Indian
government issued special visas—known as “Fitness Certificates”—for preventing the crossborder spread of COVID-19. A New York Times journalist, Weed (2020), highlighted new
protocols to relieve guests’ possible anxiety toward hotel stays in the US, reporting on various
countermeasures, such as offering hand sanitizers and prepackaged snacks and drinks to prevent
the spread of the virus.
In addition, some hotels used robots instead of humans to prevent infections. A study by Wan,
Chan, and Luo (2020) showed customers’ favorable attitudes toward hotels with robots. Amid the
pandemic, people tended to avoid interpersonal interactions more than usual, which had an impact
on Chinese customers’ actions. Indrianto, Kristama, and Sugito (2020) reported that guests in
Indonesia changed their behaviors due to COVID-19. Customers searched hotel information
related to health protocols and tended to prefer 3- to 5-star hotels with stricter protocols for
cleanliness and safety.
Furthermore, some researchers (Ranasinghe et al., 2020; Samarathunga, 2020) suggested shortterm strategies for the revitalization of the hospitality industry in Sri Lanka. These included
strategies that were not particularly linked to Sri Lankan hotels, such as the implementation of
longer credit facilities for stable tour operators and flexible cancelation policies.
In contrast, Nakai (2021) analyzed practical crisis response strategies that five-star hotels in
Japan adopted in 2020 to attract guests amid the pandemic. These strategies included improving
brand loyalty program, using signature stories, and providing cultural and seasonal offers. Only
this study (Nakai, 2021) reported a comparison of how luxury hotels used official websites and
new media platforms, such as Instagram, to respond to crises related to COVID-19. However,
between 2021 and 2022, the strategies employed by many luxury hotels in Tokyo have changed.

Therefore, further research is warranted.
As mentioned above, previous studies such as Weed (2020) and Wan, Chan, and Luo (2020)
focused on the second stage of crisis responsive strategies, providing information regarding
adjustment, for instance, providing hand sanitizers and using robots to reduce physical contacts,
thus encouraging guests to cope with the crisis psychologically. In contrast, this study examines
not only the ‘adjusting information’ stage, but also luxury hotels’ ‘reputation management’ in
2021.
Methodology
Investigation of hotels. The nine five-star hotels in Tokyo, according to Forbes Travel Guide 2021
(2022), are: The Peninsula Tokyo, Takanawa Hanakohro (a ryokan-styled hotel), Palace Hotel
Tokyo, Mandarin Oriental Tokyo, Shangri-La Tokyo, the Ritz-Carlton Tokyo, the Prince Gallery
Tokyo Kioicho, the Capitol Hotel Tokyu, and Hotel New Otani Executive House Zen. Forbes
Travel Guide (2020) rates “only the very best—nearly 2000 hotels, restaurants, and spas in more
than 70 countries (and counting).”
The independent star ratings for Forbes Travel Guide are regarded as reliable and exquisite by
hotels and guests. The Forbes Travel Guide (2020) described itself as follows: “Our incognito
inspectors visit every property we rate, evaluating based on up to 900 objective standards.” Due to
the credibility of their rating’s prestige, nine hotels in this research proudly display their five-stars
on their websites and entrances/receptions.
Procedure. The official Instagram accounts and websites of the nine five-star hotels are the main
data source for the study; data were collected from January 2021–January 2022. Taylor and
Perry (2005) assert that during a crisis, websites are beneficial in generating timely
communication. We suppose that the practical crisis responsive strategies implemented by the
luxury hotels in restoring their reputation, as the third stage of response strategies, will be
displayed on hotels’ official media platforms. Although interviewing hotel employees is
sometimes effective in understanding the background of adopting any crisis responsive strategy,
such information is neither official nor all hotel employees are aware of the implemented crisis
responsive strategies. In addition, although quantitative data such as collecting hotel reviews of
guests from Trip Advisor would be appropriate to reveal the impressions of hotel guests towards
the facilities, food, and services, it would not reveal the practical crisis responsive strategies
implemented by the hotels to attract guests and manage their reputation. Therefore, official
Instagram accounts and websites were used as the source of information in this study. Hotel’s
official twitter accounts were not investigated because some of five-star hotels, such as the
Capital Hotel Tokyu and Takanawa Hanakouro, did not have twitter accounts. Official Facebook
accounts were also excluded, as only 36.7 percent of Japanese individuals in their 40s used
Facebook in 2020 (Ministry Internal Affairs and Communications, 2018).
During the data collection period, the Japanese government thrice issued a state of emergency in
Tokyo, (from 8 January to 21 March, 2021; from 25 April to 20 June, 2021; from 12 July to 30
September, 2021) Compared to 2020 when a state of emergency was issued only once (between 7
April and 25 May, 2020), the severity of the crisis increased in 2021. Therefore, it becomes

necessary to analyze the crisis responsive strategies of luxury hotels in 2021, specifically in terms
of adjusting information and reputation management. Furthermore, by staying at each of these
five-star hotels for one night, the author experienced their services under strict restrictions (to
prevent infections), and observed the special plans enforced to limit the number of people.
Crisis Response Strategies of Forbes Five-Star Hotels for Retaining Guests
High quality hygiene and safety confirmed by a third party. Based on the SCCT theory
(Coombs, 2018), adjusting information encourages stakeholders to deal with the crisis
psychologically. The five-star hotels in Tokyo tried to provide guests with information about the
infection through a credible third party, such as the Global Biorisk Advisory Council (GBAC) to
relieve their concerns. Coombs (2018) emphasized the necessity of third-party support for followup communication after the crisis. According to Coombs (2018, p. 60) “third-party support means
that outside groups are praising your crisis management efforts or agreeing with your assessment
of the situation.”
The Japanese hotel, Palace Hotel Tokyo, was the first to receive the GBAC Star Facility
Accreditation in August 2020, which is an international hygiene certification (Palace Hotel Tokyo,
2020). The accreditation program proves that the facility meets the criteria for cleaning, infection
prevention, and sanitization—verified by GBAC’s hygiene specialist. Except for the Palace Hotel,
the other five-star hotels set their own healthcare and safety program in 2020.
However, in January 2021, Shangri-La Hotel Tokyo (2021) announced that it was the first hotel in
the world to achieve health security verification from Forbes Travel Guide and Sharecare. The
verification program required more than 360 global health security standards, such as physical
distancing, health management of employees, hygiene protocols, cleaning, and ventilation.
Thereafter, in 2021, the Executive House Zen, Capitol Hotel Tokyu, Prince Gallery, Ritz Carlton
Tokyo, and Takanawa Hanakoro also made efforts to commit to offering safer hotels, by receiving
Sharecare Health Security verification by Forbes Travel Guide (Forbes Travel Guide, 2022). As
the mentioned above, the five-star hotels in Tokyo tried to promote the psychological well-being
of guests using third-party approval of their hygiene in 2021.
Exquisite in-room dining services to maintain social distancing. According to the SCCT (2018)
theory, adjusting information to maintain hotel guests’ psychological well-being is important. In
Japan, people are afraid of the infection and often refer to the slogan 3Cs (closed spaces, crowded
places, and close-contact settings), advocated by the Governor of Tokyo during the pandemic. In
order to maintain social distance and reduce the chances of infection spreading, in-room dining is
ideal for guests. Therefore, some five-star hotels adopted new in-room dining services or even inroom bars.
During the state of emergency, alcoholic drinks could be offered until 8.00 p.m. at hotel restaurants
and restaurants were to be closed after 9.00 p.m. However, in-room bar service was another option
to provide alcoholic drinks even after 9.00 pm in guests’ room, while following laws and taking
responsibility of guest safety. The Executive House Zen offered an excellent in-room service,
called “super room service,” encouraging guests to order the entire course of the Chinese and sushi

restaurant in their rooms. Furthermore, the Executive House Zen provided a whole bottle of
champagne as a gift for each room and the guests could order a glass of wine and beer for free. In
addition, an in-room bar was also available during the state of emergency for an additional charge.
A bartender wearing a mask would enter the room and make cocktails for the guests. Normally
hotel bars are characterized as crowded places and close-contact settings for other guests. However,
hotel bars were closed during the state of emergency and bartenders could not work. Thus, an inroom bar is an excellent choice for guests to avoid infection risks. The in-room bar service ended
when the state of emergency was lifted in Tokyo (30th September, 2021).
The Peninsula Tokyo launched special stay plans including luxurious in-room dining experiences
allowing guests to enjoy the dinner course of the Hei Fung Terrace Cantonese restaurant or the
grill restaurant Peter, in the hotel (starting from January 2022 during pre-emergency measures).
Some five-star hotels started new special in-room dining services to satisfy guests’ psychological
needs and regarded it as an opportunity to improve their excellent personalized service.
Collaborations with other brands. Reputations are damaged during crisis, however, crisis
response strategies for reputation management can be used to protect reputation during a crisis
(Coombs, 2018). Some five-star hotels collaborated with other brands to boost their reputation and
attract new customers. Palace Hotel (2021; from January 14 to March 18, 2022) promoted a new
campaign, the “Essence of Japan,” for luxury ryokans, which are Japanese-styled inns
collaborating with the hotel and offering traditional Japanese meal courses and drinks (48 000 yen
per person). Some ryokans—such as Beniya Mukayu, and Senjuan, which consist of Relais and
Chateaux group members, established in 1954 for prestigious hotels and restaurants—were
selected for the new campaign. The concepts of Japanese ryokan and Western hotels are
completely different. However, guests who enjoyed the ryokan would possibly return if the new
campaign provided them with the opportunity to experience such luxury hotels. The guests who
joined the event would be able to stay at the hotel and a special rate would be offered (a deluxe
room for 65 340 yen).
The Prince Gallery (2021) collaborated with a brand energizer, the Royal Hawaiian Resort Waikiki,
to launch an in-room gourmet stay, known as “Journey to Hawaii.” Japanese people love Hawaii.
In fact, before the pandemic, the number of Japanese tourists visiting Hawaii was 1,545,806 in
2019 (Travel Journal Online, 2020). A research conducted in 2018 showed that the third most
popular overseas destination of Japanese travelers was Hawaii (Travel Voice, 2019).
The new stay plan featured a Hawaiian theme, included a video production on tourist spots in
Hawaii, and served Hawaiian dinners and breakfasts organized by the chef of a Royal Hawaiian
Resort. In addition, guests could wear Royal Hawaiians’ original bathrobes. The hotel seemed to
successfully attract more guests who wanted to enjoy a Hawaiian atmosphere because the valid
date of the stay plan (from July 1 to December 20, 2021) was extended until March 1, 2022. Aaker
(2004) suggested that brand alliances would contribute to attracting a variety of customers. It is
often necessary to introduce new offerings with allied brands amid a crisis to stimulate the hotel’s
reputation.
An exclusive experience of afternoon tea with personalized service. As a crisis response
strategy, to restore hotel reputation, afternoon tea experiences with exclusive prices and

personalized services were started in 2021. Although the current rates of afternoon tea at any fivestar hotel are expensive (with an average price ranging between 6000–7000 yen per person), the
special afternoon tea costs approximately between 10,000 and 15,000 yen per person. For instance,
in 2021, the Peninsula Tokyo (from April 2021 to the next spring of 2022) launched Aviation
Afternoon Tea (9,867 yen per person) by preparing boarding passes printed with guests’ names.
The interior design of a special room at the top floor of the Peninsula Tokyo was modelled after a
jet airplane—decorated with valuable engines. The Manager explained the origins of the room and
the exhibits to each guest. The cakes were delivered using an in-flight cart. The hotel used the
room to enable guests to experience a feeling of travelling around the world. Articles featuring this
special afternoon tea experience appeared on the websites of Timeout (2021) and CREA (2021).
According to Coombs (2018, p. 167), “if the media are critical of the organization, its reputation
with stakeholders could suffer. Conversely, the reputation would be protected by favorable media
portrayals.” Thanks to splendid afternoon teas with personalized service, the hotel’s reputation
seemed to be restored. Aaker (2014) stated that brands should be energized to be interesting and
exciting, such that people talk about these brands. In fact, Instagrammers like Ayapom (56,000
followers) and chanmina.0115 (12,000 followers) were attracted by the Peninsula Tokyo’s novel
afternoon tea and popularized the Aviation afternoon tea by posting pictures.
In 2021, the Ritz-Carlton Tokyo (from March 4 to 14, 2021) collaborated with a flower artist,
Azuma Makoto and a notable pastry chef, Pierre Herme. The hotel provided a splendid and
personalized afternoon tea (15,312 yen per person). While guests enjoyed cakes and savories,
Azuma Makoto’s staff prepared flower arrangements personalized to guests’ tastes, to provide a
unique experience, which is a specialty of Ritz Carlton Hotels (Michelli, 2008). The news was
reported on the website of some magazines, such as Precious (2021) and Numero Tokyo (2021).
The communication between media and hotels affects how potential customers and guests perceive
hotels in crisis. Therefore, the release of favorable news about the luxurious afternoon tea services
is expected to have a good impact on restoring hotels’ reputations.
An all-inclusive hotel-stay package plan. Five-star hotels seem to appeal to their high-standard
image through reputation management, by offering all-inclusive hotel-stay plans such as cruising.
The number of Japanese customers who can afford to stay at five-star hotels are limited. According
to the National Tax Agency of Japan (2020), the average Japanese male’s salary is 5.67 million
yen annually, while the average female’s salary is 2.8 million yen. To increase average customer
spending (ACS), some five-star hotels developed all-inclusive hotel stay package plans. During
summer and new year holidays, wealthy customers travelling abroad were confined to Tokyo due
to the pandemic.
Executive House Zen offered an all-inclusive plan for summer holidays during Japanese bon
festivals (from August 11 to 15, 2021; one room for three people at 534,000 yen for three nights
and four days). The plan included meal coupons (15,000-yen meal coupon per person) and
activities like creating traditional summer hand fans, playing with fireworks, and yoga lessons.
The Capitol Hotel (from July 2 to October 31, 2021) developed a cruising style all-inclusive stay
plan (a standard room at 165,000 yen for two guests). Guests could enjoy sushi dinner or Chinese
dishes at various restaurants and all-you-can-drink specials at a historical bar (PR TIMES, 2021).
The plan attracted repeated visits and media attention; therefore, the campaign was extended (from

September 1 to December 15, 2021) and appeared on the website of a fashion magazine (Web
eclat, 2021). According to Tepeci (1999), “brand-leading products consistently command a 10-to15 per cent price premium over their competition. Customers may also see this price difference as
a quality indication.” Even if the prices of such plans are expensive, customers consider the price
as a form of quality assurance from five-star hotels.
Dog stay program. Social media is a necessary presence that five-star hotels cannot ignore when
restoring their reputation amid a crisis. Kotler, Kartajaya, and Setiawan (2017, p. 38) stated the
importance of netizens and social connecters using social media by stating that “their role in
influencing others is related to their desire to always be connected and contribute.”
Two five-star hotels launched a dog stay program in 2021. During the pandemic, pet ownership
increased in Japan. In 2020, 462,000 dogs were adopted (an 14% increase compared to 2019;
Toyokeizai, 2021). The Capitol Hotel and Mandarin Oriental Tokyo followed the dog stay program
of the Peninsula Tokyo, which began before 2017 because of the popularity of dog stay programs
on social media. Six posts (out of the nine most popular posts with the hashtag “Peninsula Tokyo”)
included dogs (Instagram, January 2021). Dogs wore dog-sized, white, classic uniforms and hats
engraved with a gold thread, imitating the doormen of the Peninsula, whose styles are iconic,
dating back to the origin of the Peninsula Hong Kong in the early 20th century. These uniforms
and doormen are known as pages (as the first page of a stay) and are signatures of the Peninsula
Hotels, consisting of a signature story. Successful brands have their own signature stories (Aaker,
2018), which seems to attract more guests.
In February 2021, the Capitol Hotel tried to follow this trend by starting a dog-friendly stay plan
(Jalan.net, 2021). As a souvenir, the guests could take the hotel’s original t-shirt for dogs. To
differentiate their dog stay plan, the Capitol Hotel revised it in April 2021, to enable guests to bring
two dogs. In addition, in November 2021, a new dog stay plan was offered, which provided a dog
food class on health. After the 30-minute class, professional dog food advisors visited the dogs in
guests’ rooms to provide personal advice to improve the dog’s health based on oriental medicines
and taught guests how to massage their dogs.
According to Aaker (2004, p. 136), “if a brand fails to develop or maintain differentiation, all
brands will start to look the same to consumers and price will become the dominant decision
determinant.” Although the Capitol Hotel offered similar dog stay plans after the Peninsula Tokyo,
they tried to seek differentiation by not starting a price war. Subsequently, Mandarin Oriental Hotel
Tokyo also launched a dog stay plan in the fall of 2021, an article on which appeared on the website
of Vogue (2021) for Japan. At the hotel, pet owners can order a specially-designed cake based on
their dog’s picture.
Conclusion and Discussion
Two crisis response strategies towards adjusting information for the psychological well-being of
guests towards COVID-19 and four crisis response strategies towards maximizing reputational
protection were employed by the five-star hotels identified in this research: (1) high-quality
hygiene and safety confirmed by a third party, (2) exquisite in-room dining services to maintain

social distancing (3) collaboration with other brands, (4) all-inclusive hotel stay package plans, (5)
exclusive afternoon tea experiences with personalized service, and (6) pet stay programs.
As a crisis response strategy for adjusting information to relieve anxiety towards the virus, some
five-star hotels like the Shangri-La Tokyo, Executive House Zen, and Capitol Hotel began utilizing
third-party international certification, such as Sharecare, which is verified by the Forbes Travel
Guide in 2021. The crisis response strategy approved by a third party shows that hotels accept
great responsibility in managing the crisis, which can ease customers’ psychological anxiety.
Compared to a previous study conducted by Kim and Liu (2012) amid the flu pandemic, the hotels
in this study did not deny the possibility of COVID-19 infection. In fact, instead of denying, some
five-star hotels worked towards obtaining international certification approved by a third party.
In order to contribute to easing guests’ concerns towards the infection as a crisis response strategy
of adjusting information, luxury hotel launched excellent in-room dining services including inroom bars.
Under unusual circumstances, brand collaborations were initiated between exclusive hotels and
ryokans to rebuild reputation, as a crisis response strategy appealing to varied guests.
To manage their reputation and increase ACS, the Capitol Hotel offered unique all-inclusive plans
in 2021, with a style similar to luxury cruises. Although executive House Zen and Palace Hotel’s
stay plans are seasonal (limited to summer and new year holidays), the Capitol Hotel seemed to
successfully gain the attention of guests and media, even off-peak.
Exquisite afternoon tea experiences with personalized services by the Peninsula Tokyo and the
Ritz Carlton Tokyo were implemented to improve their reputation and contributed to attracting
Instagrammers and mass media.
In order to restore reputation, Mandarin Oriental Tokyo and the Capitol Hotel tried to follow the
trend of pet stay programs that the Peninsula Tokyo launched in 2017. Such programs can succeed
in converting guests who would usually love to stay at home with their pets and avoid the infection
by instead providing them opportunities to visit these hotels and subsequently share their
memorable stay via Instagram.
Five-star hotels created novel crisis response strategies between 2021 and 2022. They consulted
third parties for reassuring guests’ safety, launched more luxurious in-room dining services or inroom bars, affiliated with other brands such as ryokans and another famous hotels in foreign
countries, introduced exquisite all-inclusive stay plans, offered attractive afternoon tea experiences
with personalized services, and implemented dog-friendly stay plans. The abovementioned
strategies retained guests’ interests in five-star hotels, providing unique experiences and
persuading them to stay at such hotels. Compared with 2020, the hotels are focused on ACS,
launching all-inclusive stay plans, attractive and personalized in-room dining services, and highprice afternoon tea experiences. During the “Go To” Campaign, wherein the Japanese government
subsidized 50 percent of the tourists’ travelling costs in 2020, a great number of guests stayed at
five-star hotels because of the subsidy. However, the campaign ended on December 28, 2020. To
maintain the hotels’ brand equity and to avoid a price war, hotels launched new crisis response

strategies to restore their reputation. In addition, because of the protracted pandemic, the number
of people who have pets has increased, and some five-star hotels adjusted their policies in order
not to miss out on opportunities, and hence, they adopted “pet-stay” programs. Furthermore, the
hotels received international certification related to hygiene to adjust information for guests’
psychological well-being. These strategies could be used globally to overcome the impact of
COVID-19 on the hotel industry.
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